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Dear Brothers and Sisters.
I Just came back from attending a Political Stammtisch in South Bayern.
Because a Deputy/Abgeordnete from Berlin was announced to be attending the meeting, about 50-60
interested people showed up.
A big Stammtisch!!!
He gave a very transparent and honest report about how things works in Berlin, also about intrigue and
ideological wars.
After his report there were questions and answers.
Then he wanted to hear reports from the work on the basis level.
It turned out that I was the only one who had prepared a report.
Beforehand I had printed 20 big posters from our pamphlets.
So I had with me:
#The pamphlet: "Der EINFLUSS DES MARXISMUS AUF DIE KULTUR DER GEGENWART / DIE
NEUE LINKE UND IHRE SOZIO-KULTURELLE REVOLUTION
#The pamphlet: "EHEN UND FAMILIEN SIND DAS FUNDAMENT JEDER GESELLSCHAFT / DIE
DREI NATURLICHEN PHASEN EINES JEDEN MENSCHENLEBENS
#My Report: "PAMPHLET-VERTEILAKTION IN MÜNCHEN"
#My Letter: "Open letter to Dr. Angela Merkel"
#20 POSTERS

I thanked the deputy for his honest report and suggested a way to work together.
I also mentioned that we have to create an Awareness/Bewusstsein for the need of common and universal
values that can elevate our culture to new heights.
Also that we have to recognize that there are ideologies and agendas at work which undermine our JudeoChristian culture.
I used the posters as base for my presentation and it was very impressive.

After my report people surrounded my table and the first thing they wanted to have was the posters.
I had to defend them because I had only 20 available.
They took with them a mix of everything, also for they friends and relatives back home.
The Surgeon/Chirurg sitting at my table with his son took with him a bundle of pamphlets for his Praxis.
People wanted the posters for their office, working place etc...

For the Deputy/Abgeordnete I had already prepared a big envelope with multiple pamphlets and four
posters for his office in Berlin.
People wanted to engage in deep discussions with me about "Gott und die Welt."
This time I could not leave before 23:30 Uhr after 5 hours and 30 minutes of intensive meeting.
Now I have to print up more posters and Pamphlets.
We have incredible content that inspire and lift up people.
The revolution must go on!!!!!!!
Alles Gute.
Oivind

